
EParents’ Forum at Chawson First School 

Thursday 5th October 2017 at 2.30pm 

Minutes 

Present: 

Helen Wallace - Head teacher 

Julie Plant 

Toni Shadforth 

Nikki Catlow 

Elaine Ball 

Christina Bowden 

Johanna Daniels 

Rebecca Dale 

Jim Mossob 

Lion Kurmeta 

Kelly McDiarmid 

Alice Parker 

Ellie Prosser-Bowcott 

Gemma Childe 

(We apologise if we have missed anybody of this list) 

 

Welcome: 

Helen Wallace was encouraged by the number of new parents and grandparents that had come for 

the first Parents’ Forum of the school year, and gave them all a warm welcome. 

 

Matters Arising/Actions: 

Smoking Signs:   

Parents expressed their approval of the new smoking signs at the school gates, it was agreed that 

they had made some difference and that benefitted both parents and children when entering and 

exiting the school. 

 

Homework:   

Teachers were still putting homework on the website and Helen Wallace had not had a definite 

decision from teachers as to whether this would continue following on from parents agreement that 

it might be removed. 

 

Action: Helen Wallace to speak with teachers and decide if this will continue. 

 

Attendance at evening Parents’ Forum meetings: 

Due to small numbers of parents attending the evening meeting Helen Wallace had agreed that all 

future meetings would be held during the afternoon.  The inclusion of a text reminder helped with 

today’s attendance.   

 

Action:  Helen Wallace to continue to use the text messaging service to remind parents of a 

Parents’ Forum meeting as well as including it on the weekly newsletter. 

 

 

Setting for Maths: 

The possibility of no longer setting for maths was discussed at Parents’ Forum on 14th June 2017.  

Helen Wallace informed today’s meeting that no decision had yet been made and after interviewing 

some of the children it appeared that the more able children were more concerned about the idea 



than the less able.  Helen Wallace said that they will remain in sets for this year and more research 

will be done before a final decision is made. 

 

Action:  Helen Wallace to keep parents informed regarding progress towards any decision. 

 

The start of the new School Year: 

Learn with Your Child: 

Sessions were praised and a number of parents stated that they liked them being split into KS1/KS2 

so details could be more specific to their child. 

 

No Pens Day: 

This was enjoyed by all the children and they took great pleasure in ‘telling’ on the teachers who 

used a pen that day, children were very animated about the activities that had taken place on that 

day. 

 

Behaviour Champions: 

Parents of Behaviour Champions expressed how much their child was enjoying the additional 

responsibility. 

 

School Meals: 

Concern was raised by parents about the quality and quantity of the school meals, there were 

several incidents when children were not getting a choice because they were towards the end of the 

lunch queue and one child had reported that they had had 3 different types of potato as that was all 

that was left which had been confirmed by a member of the lunch staff.  Helen Wallace was 

concerned by this and told parents that children should always have 2 choices no matter where they 

were in the queue and that Shire Services should stop service and send for more food if there isn’t 

enough. 

 

Action:  Helen Wallace will speak with Shire Services and the lunchtime supervisor to ensure that 

this situation does not arise. 

 

Transition from Year 1 to Year 2: 

Parents spoke of the big step for children moving from Year 1 into Year 2 and felt that staff had high 

expectations of independence at the start of the year.  Parents asked if gentle reminders could be 

given regarding changing reading books or submitting homework because there had been occasions 

when homework had been completed but not handed in as the child had not remembered.  Parents 

also asked why homework was not being marked.  Helen Wallace informed parents that homework 

was not marked and in Year 2 upwards talk homework was sent home on the bright yellow sheets.  

Teachers were able to identify those children who had completed the talk homework because it 

translated into the quality of work done by the child. 

 

Helen Wallace informed parents that when homework sheets / worksheets were set only 20% of 

children completed the homework which is why Chawson only set talk homework, around 80% of 

children complete talk homework. She also informed parents that not all children were given 

spelling sheets and again these were not marked but the spellings would be checked during the 

normal school work completed by each child. 

 

Action:  Helen Wallace to speak with Year 2 staff about gentle reminders. 

 

Letters Home: 



Parents raised the issue of the number of copies of letters that were sent home if there were a 

number of siblings in the school.  Helen Wallace informed them that the amount of time it would 

take staff to identify the child from each family and then distribute the correct number of letters 

would be increased significantly and therefore was not a viable option.  Helen Wallace does use the 

CSFA funded text messaging service when appropriate but unfortunately funding for an email 

system was not available and school did not have the addition funds to pay for it themselves. 

 

It was suggested that unless there was a signature required, all letters could be put on the website 

and a list of all letters for each year be included in the green newsletter on a Friday which continue 

to be sent home, and if parents didn’t have access to a printer some hard copies of all other letters 

could be kept in the reception area. 

 

Action:  Helen Wallace to look into the possibility of loading them on to the website instead of 

hard copies to all children. 

 

White board pens: 

A number of parents asked Helen Wallace if the white board pen supplier had changed because it 

was not washing out of uniform. 

 

Action:  Helen Wallace to check on supplier and to ask teachers to monitor this. 

 

Date of next meeting:  Tuesday 21st November 2017 at 2.30pm 

 

 

 

 

 


